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MODULE 4  WORKSHEET :  REST  AND REJUVENATION

List 3 things you enjoy doing:

1  

2 

3 

 #1 STRESS

1

Stress is the leading cause of disease. Fear and

anxiety literally destroy the brain and body. We

seriously need to find balance and peace.   
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#2 BOREDOM
Boredom really means isolated or dissociated

with who you are and what you like to do.

Connect with others, Find new hobbies, learn

new things, Humans need STIMLULATION  

HOW THE BRAIN WORKS:

Billions of nerve cells coordinate thought,

emotions, behavior, movement, and sensation. A

complicated highway system of nerves connects

your brain to the rest of your body, allowing for

communication to occur. 

1 2 3 7 8 104 5 6 9

How stressed are you in your daily life?

Circle your answer ( 1 being extremly relaxed, 10 being unbelivably stressed) 
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LEARN HOW TO BALANCE YOUR TIME AND ENERGY
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In our busy lives we can often forget to balance our lifestyles but It it a

fundamental tool to be able to THRIVE.

Work 
43%

Do Nothing 
33%

Rest 
24%

Work 
66%

Play 
5%

Rest 
29% Work 

33%

Play 
33%

Rest 
33%

Which of these are you most like?

A B C

1  

2 

3 

List 3 things you consider WORK:

1  

2 

3 

List 3 things you consider PLAY:

1  

2 

3 

List 3 things you consider REST:
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Answers : Detox, Healing, and Memory

WHY IS SLEEP SO IMPORTANT?

1  

2 

3 

List the 3 key reasons sleep is incredibly important:

Sleep is like a full, mind-body reset button. It's your body's time to recover from

the day's activities, recharge and get ready for the next day.

How often do you get 8 hours of sleep?

Very often  _________ Sometimes _________ Not often _________ Never _________

Put a check next to your answer!

SLEEP IS THE GOLDEN CHAIN 
THAT TIES OUR BODIES 

TOGETHER. 
Les Brown   
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WHAT YOU CAN DO:

A remedy to our fast-paced lifestyles, Yin yoga is a

practice that encourages people to slow down–

immersing in the kind of stillness that can lead to the

expansion of consciousness. 

PRACTICE YIN YOGA

Taking just a few moments each day to practice some

deep breathing exercises can decrease stress, relax your

mind, body and can help you sleep better. 

DEEP BREATHING EXERCISES

Epsom salt is a natural exfoliant and anti-inflammatory

remedy that can be used to boost your magnesium

levels, reduce stress, eliminate toxins, and reduces pain. 

 EPSOM SALT BATHS 

SPEND TIME IN NATURE

Getting a massage is a powerful way to rejuvenate the

body.  This  practice also helps with detox, moving the

lymphatic system and  allowing the body to fully relax.

GET A MASSAGE

Spending time in nature is not only a great way to re-

connect with yourself, it has also been proven to reduce

inflammation, help eliminate fatigue, protect your vision,

and rejuvenate the body!
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Weekly Checklist:

1

2

3

4

5

Check when complete!

NOTES
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